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NATO's Senior Mentor Programme
A B O U T  T H E  U N K N O W N  K N O W N

by GENERAL (RET.) KARL-HEINZ LATHER 
German Army

NATO Lead Senior Mentor

NATO's Senior Mentor pro-
gramme has matured over the 
past 10 years. � e programme is 
controlled by Allied Command 

Transformation (ACT) Deputy Chief of Sta�  
(DCOS) Joint Force Trainer (JFT) and sup-
ports the strategic, operational and tactical 
levels of command when they are training and 
conducting exercises under the Military Train-
ing and Exercise Programme (MTEP), for ei-
ther Article 5 Collective Defence or Non-Arti-
cle 5 Crisis Response Operations. Additionally, 
Senior Mentors are tasked to assist NATO 

School Oberammergau (NSO) in conducting 
Operational Planning Courses for sta�  o�  cers 
to be posted at strategic or operational HQs 
of the Alliance as well as in Allied or Partner 
Nations. � e group of Senior Mentors pres-
ently consists of thirteen retired Generals and 
Admirals of eight NATO Nations. Invited by a 
SACT Calling Letter, NATO Chiefs of Defence 
nominate quali� ed Flag O�  cers for selection 
into the programme. A� er a vetting process, 
SACT takes the � nal decision on selection. 
Normally, the selection constitutes a � ve-year 
commitment and contract. More speci� cally:

— � e Lead Senior Mentor (4-star) coordi-
nates the programme together with DCOS 
JFT, keeping Commander JWC informed;

— � ere are two Senior Mentors (3-star) from 
each service: Army, Air Force and Navy;

— � e Senior Mentors (2-star/4-star) have 
a strong joint background at the strategic 
and/or operational level of command;

— One Senior Mentor each (3-star) covers 
Joint Logistics and Special Forces;

— One Senior Mentor (4-star) supports 
NATO's prime individual training event 
STEADFAST PINNACLE / STEADFAST 

►►►

T H E  S E N I O R  M E N T O R  M U S T  N O T  A S S U M E  T H E  C O M M A N D E R ' S  O R 
H I S  S T A F F ' S  R O L E ,  B U T  R A T H E R  B U I L D S  T R U S T  A N D  C O N F I D E N C E 
B E T W E E N  H I M  A N D  T H E M ,  O F F E R S  E X P E R I E N C E ,  A N D  A B O V E  A L L , 

M A I N T A I N S  C O N F I D E N T I A L I T Y.
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PYRAMIDE, where Deputy SACEUR is the 
O�  cer Scheduling the Exercise (OSE).

All Senior Mentors have plenty of experience, 
be it as national and/or as NATO Commanders, 
on operations (NATO, EU, UN), or from hav-
ing served at NATO HQs at various stages of 
their impressive careers. Of di� erent nationali-
ties, military backgrounds and cultures, they 
are all strongly committed to NATO's values. 
� ey are also convinced of bene� tting from 
multinational teamwork, of the adherence to 
and importance of collaborative, joint plan-
ning and execution under joint doctrine and 
procedures as provided by the Comprehensive 
Operational Planning Directive (COPD) of 4 
October 2013, and other NATO documents, 
be they North Atlantic Council (NAC), Mili-
tary Committee (MC) or Bi-Strategic Com-
mand (Bi-SC) issued.

How is Mentoring Done? 

A simple analogy may be this: � e mentors 
hold a mirror and have the mentored individual 
look into it, which should make the latter start 
re� ecting and change behaviour on matters like 
e.g. position, leadership, doctrine, guidance, 
mission, decision(s), comprehensiveness, joint 
lethal and non-lethal e� ects, mission com-
mand, etc. As a matter of principle, the Senior 

Mentor must not assume the Commander's or 
his sta� 's role, but rather builds trust and con-
� dence between him and them, o� ers experi-
ence, and, above all, maintains con� dentiality.

Predominantly, NATO's Senior Mentors 
support commanders and their sta� s, either 
at peacetime locations or deployed to exercise 
locations, in exercise events of the TRIDENT 
JUNCTURE / JAVELIN and JOUST series of 
NATO Command Structure HQs, and of the 
TRIDENT JAGUAR series of NATO Force 
Structure HQs. Action is authorised by SACT 
as OSE in response to SACEUR's Annual 
Guidance on Education, Training, Exercises 
and Evaluation (SAGE) requirements. � e 
OSE tasks the O�  cer Conducting the Exercise 
(OCE) to conduct a joint exercise assisted and 
supported by the O�  cer Directing the Exer-
cise (ODE), who is in most cases Commander 
Joint Warfare Centre (JWC), or sometimes 
Commander Joint Force Training Centre 
(JFTC). Based on a mutually agreed Exercise 
Speci� cation (EXSPEC), which de� nes e.g. 
size and scope as well as the scenario, the ODE 
leads on the planning and execution process, 
normally organised in four phases: 
— Phase IA/B: Academics and Key 

Leaders Training
— Phase IIA/B: Crisis Response Planning
— Phase IIIB: Execution
— Phase IV: AAR (A� er Action Review) 

Senior Mentors will support this process with 
a strong focus on the Training Audiences 
(TAs), but the JWC or the JFTC as well, if 
ODE, in their e� orts to construct and conduct 
challenging exercises and keep them on track. 
Telephone conferences with the EXCON, di-
rect engagement of OCE and ODE, and vid-
eo-teleconferences are important venues to 
achieve coordination and synchronisation. 

� e other main activity of Senior Men-
tors is support to the NSO. � e NSO o� ers 
courses on individual training for Allied and 
Partner Nations' sta�  o�  cers, already posted 
or to be employed as planners at the opera-
tional and strategic levels of command. Both 
two-week Comprehensive Operational Plan-
ning Courses (COPCs), up-to-nine-times per 
year resident or METT (Mobile Education 
and Training Team); and one-week Strategic 
Operations Planning Courses (SOPCs), one-
two per year resident, have a Senior Mentor 
with them. � e Senior Mentor conducts two 
roles; one as a proper Senior Mentor, and sec-
ondly as the "Commander" or "Chief of Sta� " 
through role-playing. 

As requested by their contract, Senior 
Mentors will routinely report on key obser-
vations at the end of exercises. � is happens 
in addition to SHAPE's Evaluation Reports, 
essential for certi� cation, the OCE's Final 
Exercise Report, and the Commander JWC's 
Report on achieving the Training Objectives. 
Senior Mentors will report on the planning, 
conduct and execution of joint exercises, 
Command and Control procedures, doctrine, 
Bi-SC guidance, and best practices observed. 
� eir reports and recommendations are 
noted by ACO and ACT Command Groups, 
and may generate Bi-SC activities to mitigate 
weaknesses of procedures, processes, struc-
tures, doctrine, Allied Joint Publications, in-
teroperability, and comprehensiveness. � e 
Commander (OCE) is always informed about 
these Senior Mentor reports.

Based on more recent observations, the 
� nal paragraphs of this paper intend to o� er 
some thoughts on what a modern, exciting and 
challenging joint exercise should include in or-
der to be relevant and up-to-date, while creat-
ing operational and strategic level dilemmas for 
sta�  advice and Commander's decision:

— In General: What about training the Com-
manders as well, not only sta� ?

►►►

TRAINING AND EXERCISES

Major General Andrzej Reudowicz hosted the Senior Mentor Conference in October 2016. The aim was to keep 
up-to-date on the recent developments in NATO, including policies and doctrine, and to discuss how best to meet 
the 2017 Senior Mentor programme. Major General Reudowicz and General (Ret.) Lather. Photo by JWC PAO.
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— Main Events List/Main Incidents List 
(MEL/MIL) is usually pre-scripted and 
it is challenging; but let us maintain some 
responsiveness to adjust the agreed plan 
by dynamic scripting during execution, of 
course, within means and capabilities, and 
coordinated well between the ODE, the 
OCE, and the respective Senior Mentors.

— Be aware of behaviourisms, such as: "Who is 
prepared to take risk?" as opposed to "Who 
is risk averse?"

— Decisions are required for exercise Level of 
Ambition and should be formulated within 
the EXSPEC, as listed below:

1.Always integrate Ballistic Missile Defence 
(BMD), Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS), 
cyber, Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance (JISR), Strategic Communi-
cations (StratCom), Joint Logistics Support 
Group (JLSG)/sJLSG, Multinational Corps 
Northeast (MNC-NE) / Multinational Corps 
South-East (MND-SE) and NATO Force Inte-
gration Units (NFIUs) in NATO Article 5 Col-
lective Defence scenarios; and international 
and non-governmental organizations (IOs/
NGOs) more in Non-Article 5 Crisis Response 
Operations' scenarios.

2. Include the EU and UN as regional actors 
and also for comprehensiveness.

3. Improve NATO exercises by utilising na-
tional exercises though the Connected Forces 
Initiative (CFI) process.

4. If the scenario is NATO Article 5 Collective 
Defence, then AIRCOM and MARCOM must; 
LANDCOM, NSHQ, and STRIKFORNATO 
may have to be players, with minimum strong 
Response Cells and/or supporting and aug-
menting commands.

5. To support NATO's centre of gravity, Article 
5 Collective Defence always—for reasons of 
Allied cohesion—requires a full engagement 
and commitment of the NATO Command 
Structure (NCS).

6. Despite the current political guidance, there 
should be no black and white solutions for joint 
exercises. Small Joint Operations (SJOs) and 
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TRAINING AND EXERCISES

Non-Article 5 Crisis Response Operations must 
be trained and exercised, because they remain 
highly likely to be tasked for real execution.

7. Interoperability requires the application and 
understanding of common doctrine, which 
in a NATO environment supersedes national 
doctrine. � erefore, the proper use and knowl-
edge of the COPD and its review—still to be 
� nalised—are indispensable. 

8. During every exercise, we observe a steep 
learning curve in both Phase IIA/B Crisis Re-
sponse Planning, and Phase IIIB Execution. 
At the end of each, there is always improved 
knowledge, high professionalism and better 
performance; both individually and collec-
tively. Consequently, we should avoid cancel-
ling or condensing these two phases; rather, 
we should make a strong e� ort to support the 
integration of newcomers to the HQs.

9. Make use of Battle Sta�  Trainings (BSTs) to 
mitigate any lack of knowledge, to integrate 
newcomers and augmentees, or to improve 
and test elements of the headquarters' Battle 
Rhythm, but avoid the over-ambitious mini-
exercises. Keep in mind that BSTs should be led 
by the Chief of Sta�  of the relevant HQ, to pre-
pare the sta�  for the Commander-led execution 
of the exercise. 

10. When it comes to exercising Graduated Re-
sponse Plan (GRP), it seems, for various reasons 
and classi� cation, it is more appropriate and ad-
visable to use methods like Table Top Exercises, 
Map Exercises, or Seminars like Commanders 
Conceptual Training events. Always try to in-
vite Allied and, if applicable, Partner Nations, to 
exercise their national plans.

In summary, the role of NATO's Senior Men-
tor programme in the exercise planning pro-
cess is crucial in ensuring NATO Alliance's 
ability to face today's security challenges and 
those of the future, when it is well observed 
and fully taken into consideration. � is is less 
a question of how to conduct exercises and 
more one of how to plan them e� ectively and 
e�  ciently. NATO exercises will continue to be 
state-of-the-art, certainly they are never a loss 
of time and e� ort. Senior Mentors are there to 
help. � ey remain committed to do this be-
cause they deeply believe in the Western Alli-
ance and the capability of its integrated, mili-
tary organisation. 


